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CONTINUING TO FIGHT
FOR JUSTICE
A COMMITMENT TO ANTI-RACIST
ACTIVISM

YCANI actively supports the BLM movement. System
change has always been our mission and this is
impossible without recognising the intersectionality of
climate change.We recognise that a specific focus on
environmental racism is a necessity and an obligation for
the climate movement. The same systems of oppression
and corporate greed that have led to wealth divides and
racist policies are the systems that have crippled our
environment and will continue to do so unless action is
made. The effects of climate change will
disproportionately affect those of the global south and
BAME communities even within our own country. One
example of this is how our current covid-19 crisis (A
crisis made more likely by environmental issues) has
disproportionately affected BAME communities in the
UK. This is unacceptable.

CONTINUING TO FIGHT
FOR JUSTICE
First, we recognise the problems within the climate movement
as often seeming to appeal only to a white middle class. BAME
communities do care about climate change,especially
considering how they will face the largest burden. The problem
then is internal. We must continue to be aware of the fact this
movement has so far been led in a way that is not
representative and we will continue to strive to ensure that is
not the case within YCANI. A special consideration must be
taken to not just focus on a green recovery that reduces
emissions but actually addresses the oppression of BAME
communities.Within YCANI every member should make an
active choice to educate themselves and be anti-racist. Our
members must call out and address racism at it's very instance
within and outside the climate movement

"It does no service to the cause of racial equality for white people to
content themselves with judging themselves to be non-racist...White
people must take the extra step. They must become anti-racist."
Clarence Page

CONTINUING TO FIGHT
FOR JUSTICE
Secondly, YCANI will take a more active stand in BLM. We
should continue to consider climate change through a lens of
wider oppression but not only this we need to and will do
more. We need to reach out to more movements led by
BAME communities on environmental racism and racism in
general. We need to support their campaigns directlysharing resources, platforms and capacity where
welcome.Ultimately, the environment and black oppression
are inextricably linked. The environmental movement has not
dealt with this fact perfectly in the past and might continue to
make mistakes. It is our duty and our mission as an
organisation against climate change to stand against racism.
Only in recognising all of this can we move forward but we
must do more than recognise it though and act on it directly.
Black Lives Matter.

Get Informed

This month we asked our YCANI members what podcasts, articles, books or
videos they found most useful when learning about the Climate Crisis...Here is
what they said!

Podcasts
TED Radio Hour - Climate Mindset "An
informative, engaging compilation of
interviews with TED speakers who
have spoken about the climate." recommended by Holly Harrison
IYCP- International Youth Climate
Podcast - recommended by Anna
Kernahan
Green Dreamer - "great interviews with
innovative minds tackling
environmental issues" - recommended
by Holly Harrison

Books
Diary of a young naturalist - Dara
McAnulty "a really good book about a
young activist from NI with autism
and his relationship with nature and
environmental issues" - recommended
by Georgia Allen
No one is Too Small to make a
difference - Greta Thunberg "Great
book!" - recommended by Andra
Vladu
This is Not a Drill - Extinction
Rebellion "a classic" -recommended
by Kaitlyn Laverty

Articles/Website

Documentaries

http://carbonbrief.com/ - "an online
resource for learning about the
climate" - recommended by Georgia
Allen

Before the Flood - "very
informative" - recommended by
Andra Vladu

IPCC Reports - recommended by Anna
Kernahan

Chasing Coral - recommended by
Andra Vladu
Our planet - recommended by
Anna Kernahan

The Ongoing
Climate Crisis...

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-52485712 - cources rom
BBC (May 6th 2020 - accessed July 9th 2020)
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https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/09/global-temperatureslikely-to-hit-at-least-1c-warming-for-next-five-years

The climate crisis is a steadily growing
issue - "The amount of carbon dioxide
in the Earth’s atmosphere is
approaching a level not seen in 15
million years and perhaps never
previously experienced by a hominoid,
according to the authors of a study. "
"Within five years atmospheric CO2
will pass 427 parts per million, which
was the probable peak of the midPliocene warming period 3.3m years
ago, when temperatures were 3C to
4C hotter and sea levels were 20
metres higher than today.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/09/co2-inearths-atmosphere-nearing-levels-of-15m-years-ago

The IUCN has released its
most recent update of the The
IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species. With 120,373
species classified as
endangered, 32,441 on the
brink of extinction.
https://www.iucn.org/news/species/202007/almost-a-third-lemurs-andnorth-atlantic-right-whale-now-critically-endangered-iucn-red-list
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Demanding more from your
Government
Written by Georgia Allen

Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs)
are elected by, and represent the people of,
Northern Ireland. MLAs pass laws and examine
policy on transferred matters like health,
education, the environment, social work and
housing. They scrutinise the work of Ministers
and hold Departments to account. They are
there to represent us, so therefore we should
and can contact them if we have any queries or
opinions. It’s their responsibility to see that
through, despite a lot of people not actually
knowing how to do this, as we aren’t taught
about politics unless we specifically choose to
study it (which isn’t even always available).

Demanding more from your
Government

Contacting your MLA’s and any other local
politicians you know is an effective way to take
climate action. The easiest way to do this is to
email them from home, but you can also visit
them in person at their office, tweet them or call
them. It is completely valid to demand more
from your MP’s, MLA’s and Councillors, and we
encourage anyone reading this to do so. There
are various campaigns you can take part in, for
example in our Green Recovery NI digital toolkit
(this can be found in the link in our social media
bios) which includes an email template about a
Green Recovery for Northern Ireland which you
can send to any of your representatives.

Demanding more from your
Government
Also, good news! The Northern Ireland
Assembly is finally creating a Youth
Assembly!
We hope our activists will utilise this
opportunity to get involved in and
influence decision makers in Northern
Ireland politics, whether that includes
issues of climate and environmental
issues and injustice, or other issues we
feel need to be addressed.

For more information on contacting your MLA’s,
go to http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/your-mlas

Actions you
can take...
Petitions
Free NHS Parking https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/307909%E2%80%AC
Review and Suspend HS2 https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/314520
Green Recovery in N.I - https://www.change.org/p/northern-irishexecutive-a-green-recovery-from-covid-19-in-northern-ireland?
utm_content=cl_sharecopy_22380447_enGB%3Av5&recruiter=1093360632&utm_source=share_petition&utm_
medium=copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition&utm_term=dcb0ad
30ce88436ba96a5a31f4429646
Save Heaney Country - https://www.change.org/p/save-heaneycountry-ecocideinheaneycountry?
utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=custom_url&recruited_by
_id=95681e97-c679-4c9a-9c26-d6695987b528

Contacting your MP
Visit https://members.parliament.uk/constituencies/ and enter your
postcode to find out who represents your constituency and how to
contact them!

Social Media
Why not follow our Instagram account - @yca.ni
Check out Extinction Rebellion NI - @xr__ni
Follow @IPCC for more info about the Climate Crisis
Share new posts from these accounts on your story to raise awareness
and spread your personal experiences about climate activism

